Wiring diagram 1999 mazda miata

It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the faculty and signal
associates between the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives opinion practically the relative
perspective and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to back up in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would take steps more detail of the brute appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to bring out interconnections more
than monster appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make
distinct that all the links have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
exploit the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and long-lasting
electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately,
where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use
normal symbols for wiring devices, usually swing from those used upon schematic diagrams.
The electrical symbols not on your own produce a result where something is to be installed, but
in addition to what type of device is swine installed. For example, a surface ceiling lighthearted
is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant has a oscillate symbol, and a surface
fluorescent spacious has unorthodox symbol. Each type of switch has a exchange symbol and
as a result realize the various outlets. There are symbols that be active the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to take up relationship of the residence to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring diagrams will furthermore supplement panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as flare alarm or closed
circuit television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The steering wheel controls
are momentary switches connected to pins P and N of the harness. They short these pins with
various levels of resistance which is decoded into the various functions. I took apart my MPV's
head unit and read the resistance on the functions it has. I then tried this control with my
Miata's 4H60 head and the controls all worked perfectly. Mazda Millenia. Pin 8 is supposed to
control the brightness of the backlight. Sometimes one connector is placed next to each other.
Mazda 6 2nd Generation steering wheel control wiring diagram. Car radio wire diagram stereo
wiring diagram gm radio wiring diagram. Car stereo wiring diagrams car radio wiring car radio
wiring colors car radio wire car radio connections wiring diagram car radio wire colours.
MAZDA auto radio wiring diagrams install car radio. How to install car radio autoradio wiring
harness stereo installation. How to install car radio wires. Car radio install car wiring diagrams
wiring harness pinout connector diagram. Car stereo radio wiring diagram. How to wire a car
radio wiring diagram for car stereo. Car stereo wiring diagram radio installation head unit. Car
radio wire colors car audio wiring free radio wiring diagrams. Radio diagram wiring car radio car
radio wiring diagrams. Free car radio wires stock diagram. Car radio wiring colour codes car
radio speakers. Steering Wheel Controls The steering wheel controls are momentary switches
connected to pins P and N of the harness. Free Download. Circuit Diagram. Car Stereo Wiring.
Car Manuals. Service Manual. MAZDA Car Radio Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram Autoradio
connector wire installation schematic schema esquema de conexiones stecker konektor
connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker pinout connectors power how to
instal. Amp Control Sw. Power Antenna Sw. ILL- Dimmer Return. Left Door- Differential to Amp.
Right Door- Differential to Amp. System Control Play. A connector. RR speaker. Purple with
black stripe. B connector. FR speaker. Car radio. Model autoradio. IC Amplifier. CD changer.
DGFA F CA01 66 9C0 A. MAZDA M6X 8MAX. CA01 66 9C0A. MCT3 x 2. TA07 66 9C0. MBG ANNK
x 2. DA or DA TDA x 2. DGF or TDAQ x 2. MAZDA Car Radio Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram
Autoradio connector wire installation schematic schema esquema de conexiones stecker
konektor connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker pinout connectors power
how to install. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of miata ignition switch wiring diagram. A

wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional photographic representation of an electrical
circuit. It reveals the elements of the circuit as streamlined shapes, and also the power and
signal links in between the gadgets. A wiring diagram usually provides information about the
family member placement and also setup of gadgets and also terminals on the devices, to assist
in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial representation would certainly show more
information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a much more symbolic
symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently
utilized to troubleshoot problems as well as to make sure that all the connections have been
made and that whatever is existing. Variety of miata ignition switch wiring diagram. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A very first
consider a circuit diagram may be complex, however if you can review a subway map, you can
check out schematics. The function coincides: receiving from factor A to aim B. Literally, a
circuit is the path that permits electrical power to flow. If you recognize exactly what to look for,
it ll become 2nd nature. While in the beginning you ll simply be reading them, at some point you
will begin developing your very own. This guide will certainly reveal you a few of the common
symbols that you are certain to see in your future electrical design career. Voltage: Gauged in
volts V , voltage is the stress or pressure of electrical power. This is typically provided by a
battery such as a 9V battery or keys power, the electrical outlets in your house operate at V.
Outlets in various other countries run at a various voltage, which is why you require a converter
when traveling. Current: Current is the circulation of power, or more specifically, the circulation
of electrons. It is gauged in Amperes Amps , and could only move when a voltage supply is
connected. Resistance: Gauged in Ohms R or O , resistance defines just how conveniently
electrons can flow with a material. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as
they quickly allow flow of activity low resistance. Plastic, timber, as well as air are examples of
insulators, hindering the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Present. DC is a
constant flow of current in one direction. DC can flow not just through conductors, but
semi-conductors, insulators, and even a vacuum cleaner. AC Rotating Present. Currently s the
enjoyable things. Completing an electrical engineering level as well as after that obtaining a
work in the area suggests you will see a lot a great deal a great deal of these schematics. It s
essential to recognize precisely just what is happening with these. While they can as well as will
certainly obtain very complicated, these are just a few of the common graphics to obtain your
footing on. Whenever you establish your particular area of electric design, you may see more
intricate diagrams and signs. You ll learn additionally that different countries utilize various
signs. Of the 2 signs for resistors above, the first one is made use of in the U. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the faculty and signal associates between
the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives opinion practically the relative perspective and
arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to back up in building or servicing the
device. A pictorial diagram would take steps more detail of the brute appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to bring out interconnections more than monster
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make distinct that
all the links have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams exploit the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and long-lasting electrical
services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use normal
symbols for wiring devices, usually swing from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not on your own produce a result where something is to be installed, but in
addition to what type of device is swine installed. For example, a surface ceiling lighthearted is
shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant has a oscillate symbol, and a surface
fluorescent spacious has unorthodox symbol. Each type of switch has a exchange symbol and
as a result realize the various outlets. There are symbols that be active the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to take up relationship of the residence to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring diagrams will furthermore supplement panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as flare alarm or closed
circuit television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Wiring Diagram for thermostat to Furnace Wiring Diagram 97
views. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this,

but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The automotive wiring harness in a Mazda Miata is
becoming increasing more complicated and more difficult to identify due to the installation of
more advanced automotive electrical wiring. One of the most difficult jobs is figuring out where
wiring for remote start, remote starter, remote vehicle starter, remote car starter, remote auto
starter, remote automotive starter, remote auto starter or remote start module should be
connected to on your Mazda Miata. The Modified Life staff has taken every Mazda Miata remote
start wiring diagram, Mazda Miata remote start wireing diagram, Mazda Miata remote starter
wiring diagram, Mazda Miata remote starter diagram, Mazda Miata wiring for remote start, Mazda
Miata remote start wire diagram, Mazda Miata remote starter wiring diagram, Mazda Miata
remote start install diagram and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our
remote start wiring schematics allow you to enjoy remote car starting for an air conditioned
cabin in the summer and remote vehicle starting for a warm interior in the winter. Stop spending
countless hours trying to figure out which remote start wires go to which Mazda Miata electrical
module or automotive harness. Use of the Mazda Miata wiring diagram is at your own risk.
Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to
your Mazda Miata. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing
Mazda Miata information or adding a new remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource,
please feel free and post it at the bottom of this page. Your email address will not be published.
Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life community
by adding any missing Mazda Miata information or adding a new remote car starter wiring
schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by
ModifiedLife. Automotive wiring in a Mazda Miata vehicles are becoming increasing more
difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the
most time consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio,
xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier,
mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the
correct color car audio wires for your Mazda Miata headlight bulb size you need for your low
beam or high beam and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog
light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its
Mazda Miata car radio wiring diagrams, Mazda Miata car audio wiring diagrams, Mazda Miata car
stereo wiring diagrams, Mazda Miata car radio wiring schematics, Mazda Miata car wiring
diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our automotive wiring
diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend countless hours
trying to figure out which wires goes to which Mazda Miata part or component. Use of the Mazda
Miata wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams
before applying any information found here to your Mazda Miata. If you would like to help the
Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire
diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Car radio wire
color information above is updated as it is submitted by the Modified Life community. Your
email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like
to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car
audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by
ModifiedLife. One of the many changes was the audio options: Every aspect of the sound
system is different from the earlier cars, with the most notable differences being the loss of
headrest speakers and the addition of an optional Bose "upgraded" system for the car. There
are a number of different sound systems to be found in NB cars, each available in "Bose" and
"Non-Bose" variants. The earlier cars from through came with a single-DIN slim in-dash
receiver. Door-mounted tweeters are optional on base cars and standard on LS and Special
Edition cars. An integrated cassette deck is optional on all head units. All NB sound systems
have a Bose variant which adds a slightly different head unit, an external amplifier, and special
low-resistance. The 1M31 and 1M37 Bose units lack internal amplification entirely, while the
4H60 and 4H64 Bose head units have internal amplifiers and speed-sensitive volume control.
But apart from this, the Bose and non-Bose head units are very similar. The Miata comes with

an updated version of the double-DIN unit with a silver bezel, slightly different buttons and
display, and the new windblocker with speakers. It also has an optional MP3-capable CD player,
which is nice. This is the same unit found in the Mazda6 and RX-8, and will probably be used in
other Mazda products, too. Units with a faceplate number beginning with "1" were made by
Panasonic, while those beginning with "4" were made by FMS. European cars apparently use
Sony head units. So you can pull the power without fear of disabling the unit. Despite the
various model numbers, there are basically four types. The double-DIN silver-face units in the
cars are also a bit different, so we've added a special spot for them, too. More information on
each system is found later in the FAQ. The head unit includes 4x25 peak Watt amplification for
two speakers, one in each door. In-door tweeters could be added with the optional Popular
Equipment Package or Convenience Package. An in-dash casette deck was a popular option.
Markings: This head unit has the number 1M32 or 4M32 on the face. An add-on in-dash cassette
player was an option. The head unit sends a balanced line-level signal to a pair of separate
single-channel Watt amplifiers for the special Bose door speakers and tweeters. Markings: This
head unit has the number 1M31 or 1M37 on the face. The head unit says "Bose" on it, as do the
door speaker covers. It was also available as a standalone option in on non-Leather Package
cars. An add-on in-dash cassette player was a popular option. The head unit includes a 4x25
peak Watt amplifier driving two speakers, one in each door. In-door tweeters could be added
with the optional Convenience Package. The double-DIN units are "modular", meaning that an
integrated casette deck or MiniDisc player can be added to the bottom and the single-disc CD
player can be swapped out for a 6-CD changer on top. Markings: The head unit has the number
in the upper right hand corner of the display. History: The was introduced in , and a replacement
with a silver face was introduced in Availability: All , , and base model cars came with this unit
standard including the Shinsen Version. Note that the Club Sport package does not include a
sound system at all. The head unit has speed-sensitive volume control with three settings for
top up and three more for top down. The head unit includes 4x25 peak Watt amplifiers, two of
which send speaker-level audio to a pair of single-channel Watt amplifiers behind the unit for
the special Bose door speakers and tweeters. Markings: There is a small marking saying "4H60"
in the upper right corner of the head unit face. History: The 4H60 was introduced in , and a
replacement with a silver face was introduced in The head unit includes a 4x25 peak Watt
amplifier driving two speakers, one in each door, and two windblocker speakers. In-door
tweeters are added with the optional Convenience Package. Availability: All base cars came
with this unit standard. The head unit includes 4x25 peak Watt amplifiers, two of which are used
for the door tweeters. Two other channels send speaker-level audio to a pair of single-channel
Watt amplifiers behind the unit for the special Bose door speakers. Mazda rates it as a "Watt"
system. The 1M32 has a switch on the bottom in the rear inside the dash that changes it from 2
to 4 channels and enables the fader feature. You must unplug the unit entirely before flipping
the switch, or the change will not be registered by the head unit. The 4M32 looks similar to the
1M32, but does not have the switch to enable 4-channel mode. Instead, just press "Audio" for 5
seconds and 4-channel mode will be enabled. There is a page of information available about this
unit. If you are installing this unit in another vehicle, this post has more information. And this
post gives details on installing it in an NA as does this one. A Yes, and it's an easy upgrade, and
can be cheap if you are! Most 6x8 or 5x7 speakers will fit in the doors, and you can just swap
out the old speaker for the new one. There is quite a bit of room in the doors. You will probably
want to add an amplifier, too. If so, use one with speaker-level inputs if you want to retain the
stock head unit because there is no line-level output. A It's not too hard, apart from wiring up a
crossover. It's not plug and play, so you have to figure out where to put a crossover and run
some wires. The doors are NOT pre-wired for tweeters, sadly. You can put a crossover in the
door, which makes wiring easier but is risky moisture could get on it. Or you could put it inside
the dash which makes it much trickier to run the wires. A Yes, see this thread. Here is some
more information about adding windblocker speakers. And a writeup with pictures. The factory
windblocker with speakers might look like a tempting choice, but it's not really a reasonable one
at this point. Other Miata. Netters have looked into it , and found them very expensive. Street
price is somewhat cheaper, but not enough to make it competative with a decent aftermarket
setup. Also, they're just 2" speakers, nothing special. A Yes, and it's easy, too. Just buy a wiring
kit with your new head unit and go to town. This head unit has three connectors on the back.
From left to right looking at the back are: CN the casette connector , CN the main harness
connector , and CN the rear speaker connector. Pinouts are available at Miata. It's fairly easy to
install, but requires removing your head unit. If you don't like having a casette deck, you can
install a storage box part number B02AM0A in its place. A Surprisingly, this is also a simple
mod! Dig up an old computer case and cut off the female pigtails, and use these instead of
trying to solder to the pins directly. A The head unit looks similar to the Non-Bose from the

same year, but there are some major differences. The system includes a pair of external Watt
Bose amplifiers connected through a balanced line out to drive the Bose door speakers and
tweeters. There is a lot more great information, including acoustic measurements, here. A Most
people think the Bose system sounds pretty bad, and after 3 months with my car I tend to agree.
With the bass and treble controls set at the default positions, the radio has boomy,
poorly-defined bass and too much treble, but no midrange. I set the treble control down two
"blocks" and the bass almost all the way down to get halfway decent sound. But it's still boomy
sometimes! Also, there is a known problem with the early '99 Bose door speakers. They tend to
get wet, and when they do, they start to buzz like blown Wal Mart specials. Your dealer will
probably install a set of baffles to keep them dry if you complain, or you could order some
baffles from a place like Crutchfield or a local car audio shop and put them in yourself. This will
help, but some folks like to install some dynamat-like sound dampener in the door panels in
addition to help keep the buzzing down further. A The speakers use a single wire pair from the
Bose amp in the dash through to the doors. This is then spliced to provide signal for both the
tweeter and door speaker. This can cause trouble if you plan to replace the speakers and amp
and re-use the existing wiring - you would need to put a crossover in the doors! This is
something most folks would rather avoid because the Miata doors can be somewhat moist. A
The Bose amp must not be used to drive normal non-Bose speakers since the Bose speakers
are a special. However, there is now a new solution from Clearwater which includes much better
speakers for Bose systems. You can add an aftermarket amp and speakers together, however.
See this post for more information. A Yes , but the Bose head unit puts out two balanced,
isolated channels. There are adapters available for this application, too. It is possible to drive
the. More Information. Here's another great thread. Most people bypass the Bose amps and
replace the speakers when doing this, effectively removing the entire OEM sound system. A The
1M31 model does not have the rear speaker capabilities. The 1M37 probably does not either. So
the only way to do this is to replace the Bose amplifier. A For the 1M31, yes, see above. The
1M37 does not seem to have the CD Changer jack! A The head unit actually includes an internal
4-channel 25 peak Watt amplifier. It drives the door speakers and optional tweeters, wired in
parallel, directly with two channels. The other two are unused but the fader is enabled, unlike
the Bose unit. A You'll need a mounting bracket, and I would get a wiring harness adapter, but it
shouldn't be a problem. Some folks might be tempted to try to install the Bose unit in a
non-Bose car. This is probably a bad idea - it would cost a lot, entail lots of work, and the Bose
unit really doesn't sound too great. Any decent aftermarket setup, especially one with an
external amp, is going to work out a lot better! There are two connectors on the back of the
double-DIN unit, but only the larger one on the left, looking at the back of the unit is used. Here
is the connector pinout. This is the socket on the head unit. More information. The factory, and
most modders, wire them in parallel with the regular door speakers. However, you could also
wire them up to the unused rear speaker connector on the head unit and use the fader to control
them. I don't know of anyone who has attempted this, but it should work, apart from the trouble
running new wires from the head unit to the tweeters. A Probably, and you will not necessarily
need an external amplifier to drive them, unlike the Bose unit. The 4H60 does not have the rear
speakers and fader enabled, but the does! This cardomain page has photos of this operation. A
Yes, the Mazda in-dash 6-CD changer is a modular component and works fine with this head
unit. You also need a plastic bezel to allow access to the currently hidden "load" button on the
head unit. The MPV bezel is not correct for the Miata. The MP3 player almost certainly will not
work since the head unit lacks the correct display. I doubt any non-OEM changers would work,
since there is no changer connector on the back. A Yes, the Mazda in-dash casette deck part
number NAD0 is a modular component and works fine with this head unit. You need to make
sure it comes with the correct front bezel which includes the eject button and casette door for
the Miata. A Yes, the Mazda in-dash minidisc player part number NAP0 is a modular component
and works fine with this head unit. But it should work How about an FM modulator? The Bose
version of the head unit adds Speed-Sensing Volume Control with three top-down settings and
three top-up settings. These are numbered 1 through 3, where 1 boosts the volume a little as
speed climbs and 3 boosts it much more. I think I can hear discrete steps as the car passes
certain speed thresholds, the most noticeable being around 65mph. The Bose amp is rated to
Watts per channel driving. The amplifiers it's a pair of single-channels are driven with
speaker-level outputs from the head unit. They drive both the door speakers and the tweeters in
parallel. The tweeters appear to have built-in crossovers, but I'm not sure about this. Pin J on
the harness controls a relay that sends power to the amp, and you can hear the relay click to the
left of the steering column whenever you turn on the stereo. Even though the later Bose
systems aren't supposed to be affected by the infamous Bose Buzz that affected the '99 cars,
many people including myself do hear a distinct buzz from the door speakers in wet weather.

The '99 problem was caused by a missing or incorrect baffle, and Bose admitted that the
speakers will buzz when damp. So it's possible that, even with the correct baffle, the speakers
might get damp and buzz. You can try waterproofing them inside the door to cure this problem.
Lots of folks install 8" baffles from Crutchfield for this purpose. A There's a TSB about this
problem. It affects early cars with the modular Bose radio. It might make it easier to remove the
trim surrounding the head unit. To do that, you have to remove the center console, too. Once
you're familiar with the internal bits, you should be able to remove the head unit without
touching the trim - I can pull the head unit in about 30 seconds! One warning: When you
disconnect the main harness, the head unit will lose all it's programming. You might want to
write down your radio station presets Now you can remove the trim surrounding the radio and
heating controls. Here's how to remove the trim:. Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly. Be
careful to put the insulation back around the shfter just as it was. You will also have to
reprogram the radio. No, this radio doesn't have a theft code that disables it after you remove it
from the car. Since the head unit includes a built-in amplifier, you could also probably re-wire it
to drive aftermarket speakers directly like the non-Bose but this would probably not be worth
doing. A Yes. Just use a speaker-level amp, and you're all set. Some folks have reported
success driving the stock Bose speakers with aftermarket amps, but most people would replace
the speakers, too, since they're not too great. A Yes, with a proper mounting bracket and wiring
harness. The Bose amplifier can take speaker-level inputs from your new head unit, so you
don't have to change out the amp and speakers, but you might want to do it anyway. You might
need an attenuator like a Scosche if you do this to avoid over-driving the Bose amplifier. A
Probably, though you will need an external amplifier to drive them. The Bose unit does not have
the rear speaker outputs activated I verified this on my own 4H60 , though there might be some
way to
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activate them and the fader function. You can replace the Bose amps with an external,
speaker-level 4-channel amplifier to drive new non-Bose door speakers and tweeters as well as
new rear speakers. A Not much is yet known about this unit. Maybe there will be a satellite radio
option? Early reports are not positive, however, and claim that the speakers are barely audible.
You also need the trim panel part number NBCX. Here is the large connector pinout for all
known pins on all Mazda cars. Note that not all of these are connected or do anything on any
particular radio. This is a combination of all cars If you have any more info, send it along! My
email address is sfoskett slf. This FAQ also has a home at slf. Also, please note that all of this
information applies to the US Miatas, but some may not be correct for the Miatas in other
countries. I'm not even sure if this radio was available in places other than the US! If you have
anything about non-US radios to contribute, please do so!

